2014 Highlights
This year, Hispanics in Philanthropy engaged, informed, and inspired Latino communities across the United States and Latin America while strengthening families, traditions, elders, and organizations.

$2.6 Million invested into Latino communities

RESEARCH FOR IMPACT

The Right to Dream
Providing Practices Improve Outcomes for Latino Men and Boys

Acquiring Opportunities to Implement the Hispanics in Philanthropy (HIP) to College Initiative

Evaluation of the Philadelphia Founders Collaborative

U.S. Translation Fund - Latin America, 2015-2016

November 2014

NUMBERS AT A GLANCE

1 Gathering with Sonia Nazario to discuss the child migrant situation at the US/Mexico border
5 Latino Age Wave convenings
5 Founders Collaborative convenings
10 Capacity Building workshops with grantees

50 Latino leaders and philanthropists honored at HIP's first gala
30 Years of HIP strengthening Latino communities across the US and Latin America

TRAVEL THE HIP MAP OF HIGHLIGHTS

Program Highlight: HIP X Celcore
Building the pipeline to help Latino youth graduate from high school and/or pursue higher education

Program Highlight: Latino Men and Boys
Anchor the Future
HIP funding a study to identify Men and Boys and Public, Private, and Philanthropic needs to implement effective tools to track progress, increase outreach, technical support, and monitoring and accountability for Latino males.

Program Highlight: Women's Leadership
The Legacy for Women in Global Philanthropy
Honoring 10 women who have championed and advanced women's rights in Latin America.

Program Highlight: Latin America are Made in California
Scovery LA - Long Beach California
Tracing the successes and challenges of Hispanic Americans in California.

SERVING THE IMMEDIATE NEED: UNACCOMPANIED MINORS

CA - DC - FL - GA - MO - NC - NY - VA

HIPGIVE: ANYONE CAN BE A PHILANTHROPIST

OUR FIRST THREE CAMPAIGNS:
April - May 2014 - Be HIP Give
August - October 2014 - Protect the Children
December 2014 - Giving Tuesday

34% of all $262K donations were $50 or less.
Everyone gave what they could and attained larger goals.

$290,000 RAISED | 2111 UNIQUE DONORS | $80 AVG DONATION

SOCIALLY HIP: INCREASED ONLINE PRESENCE

HISPANICS IN PHILANTHROPY
448 7th Street, Suite 2100 / Oakland, CA 94612
HIP@hisporg.com | HIP@hisp.org
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